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7. Frequency Stability and RE Design
Frequency instability only occurs in hydro dominant islanded power system. Hydro dominant system
takes shorter restoration time than thermal dominant system if once goes to blackout. Therefore, frequency
stability seems not a serious problem, and the author thought to omit the chapter. However, utility
employing the author has four hydro dominant subsystems that may go to frequency instability if islanded,
and two among them already experienced real instability. Perhaps the instability is very rare in the other
utilities. Therefore, the author rethought that the technique may fade out if the chapter is omitted, and will
record the least.
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Fig. 7.1 Minimum model for frequency stability analysis in hydro islanded system

Water Hammering
When guide vane of hydro turbine moved, water flow follows at last, but is transiently affected by inertia
of water included in water column. The phenomenon is called as water hammering, and may cause
frequency instability. Water hammering can be observed as hydro pressure rise in load rejection (damp) test
of hydro turbine and generator.
Physical variables are defined by symbols as follows. Suffix 0 means rated output operation. Small
letters mean values at per unit expression (amount at rated output is normalized as 1). Therefore water flow
is expressed Q = Q0 q as an example.
Guide vane mouth: A (m2)

Water pipe cross section: Ap (m2)

Water pipe velocity: V (m/sec.)

Head: H (m)

Water flow: Q (m3/sec.)

Turbine output: P (W)

Water flow in hydro turbine is expressed as follows. “g” means acceleration of gravitation.

Q0 q = Q = A (2 g H )1/2 = A0 a (2 g H0 h )1/2
Q0 = A0 (2 g H0 )1/2
q = a h1/2
(7.1)
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Water flow in water column is expressed as follows.

Q0 q = Q = Ap V = Ap V0 p
Q0 = Ap V0
q=v

(7.2)

Output of hydro turbine is expressed as follows.

P0 p = P = Q g H = Q0 q g H0 h
P0 = Q0 g H0
p=qh

(7.3)

Water hammering is expressed as follows. “s” means Laplace transform.

H0 (h – 1) = H – H0 = H0 –
h–1= –

L
L
sV=
s (V0 v )
g
g

L V0
sv
g H0

Here, L is length of water column (m), and water column time constant: Tw is introduced as follows.

Tw =

L V0
g H0

Then, water hammering is describes as follows.

h – 1 = – Tw s v

(7.4)

Every physical variable can be transformed as summation of average value in operation point and small
variation (expressed by sign  ) around the operation point. Those average values have relations as follows.

a=q=v=p

h=1

Relationships between small variations are described as follows.

q = h1/2 a + (1/2) a h1/2 h = a + (1/2) a h
q = v
p = h q + q h = q + qh = q + ah
h = – Tw s v = – Tw s q
Substituting (7.4’) to (7.1’), h is erased as follows.

q = a – (1/2) a Tw s q
q =

1
a
1 + (1/2) a Tw s

(7.5)

Substituting (7.4’) to (7.3’), h is erased as follows.
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p = q – a Tw s q = (1 – a Tw s ) a
Using (7.5), the equation above is transformed as follows.

p =

1 – a Tw s
a
1 + (1/2) a Tw s

(7.6)

Substituting (7.5) to (7.4’), equation as follows is obtained.

h =

–Tw s
a
1 + (1/2) a Tw s

(7.7)

Thus, results: q,p, andh caused bya can be calculated by equations (7.5), (7.6), and (7.7). Those
equations mean that, when guide vane reduces its area, water flow decreases with time delay, output
decreases after temporary increase, and pressure increases temporary. This is the water hammering
phenomenon. It appears significantly when mouth area of guide vane: a is large, i. e. full load operation.
For conservative assessment, “a” that takes value of 0 to 1 is assumed as 1. CRIEPI’s CPAT simulation tool
takes such representation. It must be noticed that the theory introduced here regards water column as not
elastic, but is sufficiently appricable in frequency instability phenomenon. For minute analysis such as
determining strength of water pipe, elasticity of water column (water itself and iron pipe) must be
considered.

Inconsistency on Speed Governor Setting (1)
Here, standard constants of speed governor system are assumed as follows.

Tg = 0.1 sec Ug = 1.5 Lg = -0.5  = 0.03  = 0.17 Td = 10 sec Kc = 1 Tc = 1 sec
Tv = 0.1 sec Tvo = 10 sec Tvc = 5 sec Uv = 1.1 Lv = -0.1
a = 0.9 Tw = 2 sec n = 1.5 Tj = 7 sec PL = 0.9
Tw is very large. That means a power station newly constructed with economical design.  is
considerably large. That means dull governor setting. Kc = 1 means compensation is not adopted.
Frequency response of hydro speed governing system under the standard constants is compared to that of
typical thermal speed governing system as shown in Fig. 7.2. At o.o5Hz frequency or more, phase delay in
hydro governor is much larger than that of thermal governor. Of course, the difference is derived from
water hammering effect, which much spoils feedback system stability, and frequency stability becomes ill.
In hydro power station built in 1960s, Tw is 1 sec or less. In those built in 1970s, Tw is around 2 sec.
The contrast is shown in Fig. 7.3. At Tw = 0.5 sec, phase delay becomes almost equal to that of thermal
governor.
By the way, a few hydro power stations bear the task called as “trial line charging”, which is the first
charging to power system in blackout situation, and supply household power for thermal power stations for
their rapid come back. Most hydro power stations employ “Francis hydro turbine”, which is wore down
severely at low output such as 30% of rated output, and therefore, needs some load. It is an important
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know-how that output power of hydro generator doing “trial line charging” must be kept 50% of rated
power or so for avoiding frequency instability due to water hammering.

Fig. 7.2 Frequency response of thermal and hydro governors

Fig. 7.3 Governor’s frequency response by water hammering

Load is assumed to consist of 50% induction motor (IM), whose mechanical output torque is
proportional to powered speed, and 50% constant impedance (CZ). Active power’s frequency sensitivity of
IM is 3, and that of CZ is 0. Therefore, active power’s frequency sensitivity of total load: n is 1.5. Nyquist’s
trajectories with various  are calculated as Fig. 7.4. Base case (= 0.17) is unstable. Only = 0.27 case
is stable. = 0.07 case is quite unstable. Simulation results are shown in Fig. 7.5. In = 0.17 case,
although swing growth seems to stop, frequency variation exceeds ordinary criterion ±3Hz and perhaps
guide vane reaches its ceiling and bottom, so judged as unstable. Also, only = 0.27 case is stable.

図 7.5 Simulation results by elastic return 

Fig. 7.4 Nyquist trajectories by elastic return 

Stable

Tj = 5Tw

Unstable

Fig. 7.6 Nyquist trajectories by water hammering Tw

Fig. 7.7 Tj and Tw of existing hydro power stations

Assuming as a=1 (full load), frequency stability affected by Tw are shown in Fig. 7.4. Critical Tw seems
to be around 1.3 sec.

Tj and Tw of existing hydro power stations are shown in Fig. 7.5. It is clear that hydro power stations
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constructed in 1975 or later have quite large Tw. Large Tw originates in thin and long water pipe, which
enables to purchase economy. The figure tells that technology for economic design had progressed since
1975 or a little before. Therefore, speed governors should be set dull (with large ) if frequency stability of
islanded system is regarded to be maintained, especially in modern hydropower stations having large Tw.
LFC (Load Frequency Control) in hydro power station is expressed as a feedback system shown in Fig.
7.8, if only governor that has the largest phase delay element.
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図 7.8 水力発電所の LFC 制御
Closed loop gain of the system is expressed as follows.

Gclosed ≒

1
1 + (Td + TLFC) s + (1 + ) Td TLFC s2

(7.8)

Larger 1+ value, which makes frequency
stability in islanded system better, forms a peak in
frequency response of the closed loop gain. That
means that some overshoot will appear by step
response. Closed loop gain curves calculated by
assuming TLFC =30 sec are shown in Fig. 7.9. In
cases of = 0.17 and = 0.27, peaks appear. In
case of

= 0.07, peak is very low, and the peak

Fig. 7.9 LFC responses by governor setting

disappears when Td is reduced to 5 sec. Summing

up, governor should be set sensitive (small ), if smooth LFC response is desired.
These two needs, frequency stability of islanded system and smooth LFC response are inconsistent each
other, especially in modern hydropower stations having large Tw. In old days, since Tw was not so large,
frequency instability hardly occurred. Nowadays, usually LFC response is tested and optimized, therefore
frequency stability is very often overlooked, and the inconsistency appears as occasional frequency
instability of islanded system.
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Supplementary Improving Measures
As stated above it is quite difficult to solve the inconsistency by only governor setting. At first, a
traditional method, “hydro pressure compensation” is introduced. It adds a gain-phase element into elastic
return of speed governor as shown in Fig. 7.1, in which Kc = 1 means no compensation and larger Kc
means stronger compensation. Analysis and simulation results on the effect of compensation are shown in
Fig. 7.10 and 7.11 respectively. The compensation seems quite effective.

Fig. 7.10 Nyquist trajectories by pressure compensation

Fig. 7.11 Simulation results by pressure compensation

Fig. 7.12 LFC responses by pressure compensation

However, stronger hydro pressure compensation results higher peak in frequency response of LFC as
shown in Fig. 7.12. It is unavoidable by reasons as follows. Pressure compensation means addition of
amplifier having some phase characteristics in series to elastic return. As the result, governor becomes dull.
Therefore, LFC response becomes ill.
Excitation system as shown in Fig. 7.13 is assumed. The system adopts thyristor type exciter that is very
common for modern hydro generator, but uniquely wears f type PSS.
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Fig. 7.13 Excitation system with f type PSS
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f type PSS converts load’s voltage sensitivity to frequency sensitivity. Therefore, it never spoils LFC
response but improves frequency stability. Gain of thyristor type excitation is so large that generator
voltage is almost equal to 1+f. Therefore, additional load’s frequency sensitivity by f type PSS: n can
+

be calculated approximately as follows.

n+ = z Kz Gpss
Here, z is voltage sensitivity of CZ load (that is, z = 2), Kz is ratio of CZ load, and Gpss is gain of f
+

type PSS. For example when z =2 and Kz = 0.5, additional load’s frequency sensitivity is calculated as n
= 1.0 Gpss

Fig. 7.14 Nyquist trajectories by f type PSS gain

Fig. 7.15 simulation results by f type PSS gain

Analysis results assuming governor setting of base case are shown in Fig. 7.14. Gpss=1 is not sufficient
but Gpss=2 is critical. Simulation results are shown in Fig. 7.15, which seems a little optimistic than
analysis because of IM active power’s voltage sensitivity (though small) derived from mechanical
torque-speed character.
As states above, governor setting of = 0.07 and Td=5 sec was ideal for LFC response. The setting
spoils frequency stability very much. However, if

f type PSS can keep frequency stability, it and good

LFC response are both fulfilled. Analysis results are shown in Fig. 7.16. Gpss must be 7 or more.
Simulation results are shown in Fig. 7.17, which is a little optimistic because of slight voltage sensitivity of
IM active load as stated above.

Fig. 7.16 Nyquist trajectories employing f typePSS

Fig. 7.17 Simulation results employing f typePSS

Gain of f type PSS and  type PSS is usually set as 10 or less. Therefore, using f type PSS or 
type PSS, governor setting ideal for LFC is possible. It must be noticed that high gain of

f type PSS

causes large voltage deviation temporary. However, some voltage deviation is not considered as problem
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 type PSS can be easily equipped in thermal generator but
cannot in hydro generator. Usually f type PSS is more economical but has inferior effect than  type
when frequency stability is threatened.

PSS, but has same effect in only frequency stability. It seems a very attractive supplementary measure.

Load’s Frequency Sensitivity
When mixture ratio of IM and CZ varies, load’s frequency sensitivity also varies, and as the result,
frequency stability varies. Stability at IM0%, IM50%, and IM100% are examined. Stability is evaluated in
two cases. One is = 0.27 (dull governor), and the results are shown in Fig. 7.18. Of course, the other
constants are the same of the base case. As imagined, higher IM ratio gives better stability.



Fig. 7.18 Stability by IM ratio (＝0.27)

Fig. 7.19 Stability by IM ratio (Gpss =1.5)

Another is Gpss = 1.5 case. The results are shown in Fig. 7.19. Although IM0% shows slight poor
stability, IM ratio does not affect stability much. The reason is thought as follows. When

f type PSS is

employed, load’s equivalent damping, neq is calculated as follows.
IM0％:
IM50％:
IM100％:

neq = 0.0 * 3 + (1 – 0.0) * 2 * (Gpss=1.5) = 3.0
neq = 0.5 * 3 + (1 – 0.5) * 2 * (Gpss=1.5) = 3.0
neq = 1.0 * 3 + (1 – 1.0) * 2 * (Gpss=1.5) = 3.0

That is, load’s equivalent damping does not vary by IM ratio.

f type PSS can be recognized as a

favorable supplementary measure because it gives a certain stabilizing effect without affected by load
characteristics.

RE Design
It is assumed that load is enlarged to 125% and renewable energy (RE) penetrates 20% of load (25% of
initial load). Therefore total load seen from generator (load – RE) is not changed. If RE has voltage or
frequency sensitivity on active or reactive power, frequency stability of islanded system must be affected.
Here, two possibilities are considered.
At first, voltage sensitivity of RE’s active power is assumed as follows.

PRE = PRE0 (f / f0)Kp
The assumption indicates a kind of active anti islanding function on RE. If Kp is positive, frequency rise
results RE output increases, which results further frequency rise. Thus, islanding is detected. On the
contrary if Kp is negative, the character behaves like governor.
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Simulation results in case of dull governor ( = 0.27) for keeping frequency stability are shown in Fig.
7.20. Positive Kp =5 shows poorer stability than Kp =0, but still stays stable. Simulation results in case of

f type PSS (Gpss = 1.5) for keeping frequency stability are shown in Fig. 7.21. Positive Kp = 5 shows
instability. This is troublesome. Because, it was found that f type PSS also has some limitation due to a
kind of anti-islanding on RE, although the PSS was regarded as most favorable measure that can improve
frequency stability without sacrificing good LFC response.

Fig. 7.20 Influence by RE’s Kp ( = 0.27)

Fig. 7.21 Influence by RE’s Kp (Gpss = 1.5)

Next, voltage sensitivity of RE’s reactive power is assumed as follows.

QRE = PRE0 { (V / V0)2 – (V / V0)Kq }
When RE equips DVS (Dynamic Voltage Support) function, Kq becomes larger than 2, and the
assumption becomes reality. Simulation results in case of dull governor ( = 0.27) for keeping frequency
stability are shown in Fig. 7.22. Even high Kq = 12 value does not affect stability much. Simulation results

f type PSS (Gpss = 1.5) for keeping frequency stability are shown in Fig. 7.23. Kq = 12
makes instability. Because, voltage is kept nearly constant by DVS, even if f type PSS tries to vary
in case of

voltage. It is also troublesome, because it has found that DVS function on RE also has some limitation even
though DVS was regarded as most favorable measure to improve voltage stability, transient synchronous
stability, and oscillatory stability.

Fig. 7.22 Influence of RE’s Kq ( = 0.27)

Fig. 7.23 Influence of RE’s Kq (Gpss = 1.5)

However, there are many points of view. If network has sufficient capacity and restore all local loads
without local generators, it is possible that islanded system is once shut down and restore load quickly. This
seems as the second best way. It must be rethought that hydro islanded system necessarily keeps operation
and re-interconnects to trunk system.
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The chapter is not omitted to rethink old doctrine that hydro islanded system must keep operation if RE
high penetration come true.
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